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11.3. Summary in English 
Rationale

Seminal to the research on which this thesis is based is Benveniste’s article about
the  “passive  construction  of  the  transitive  perfect”  in  Old  Persian  and  Classical
Armenian (1952). The questioning about perfect, i.e. resultative, and diathesis could
not  ignore  actancy,  be  it  only  because  the  construction of  Old  Persian’s  perfect
triggered the appearing of split ergativity in some of its  daughter languages.  Also,
the agent of the perfect is encoded as is the possessor in a possession predicate: in
other words the perfect periphrasis is possessive in nature. That made it necessary to
incorporate possession into the picture as well. 

The  study languages  somehow established  themselves  as  obvious  during  my
research. In addition to Old Persian, Basque was an interesting companion because
of its  genuine ergativity,  its  accessibility and the questioning about its  numerous
alleged diatheses.  Elamite was elected as the third study language because of its
status of vehicular language long before the Persians settled in Elam (today’s Iran),
because of its alleged ergative or active alignment type and because many monu-
ments of Old Persian language have an Elamite version. Those three study languages
owned the necessary features for my goal: without any known genetic relationship,
more or less related with ergativity, exhibiting interesting features in the field of dia-
thesis, possession and/or resultativity.  There were drawbacks  too: Old Persian and
Elamite are extinct languages.

The goal of the research was defined as a case study of Basque, Old Persian and
Elamite  across  the  key  features  of  actancy/diatheses,  possession  and  resultative
aspect.  Finding how those features are related and comparing the behaviour of  the
study languages with regard to them was also part of the goal.

Actancy and diatheses
After a preliminary reminder about the three levels (morphosyntactic, semantic,

pragmatic) and the communicative structure,  actancy and diatheses  are exposed  in
chapter 3 of this thesis. The core syntactic functions are defined, from which stems
the definition of  the prototypical alignment types  (structures d’actance in French)
according to the way a language reuses the marking pattern of univalent clauses in
bivalent ones. The accusative and ergative alignment types are exposed, along with
their devices and the usual deviations from them: differential marking of the object,
active alignment, split ergativity, syntactic ergativity or accusativity...

Diatheses are defined as being such a set of syntactic constructions, that switch-
ing from one  to  another  alters  the  verb’s voice  (a  morphological  category)  and
implies a marking change on at least one argument, but leaves the semantic contents
unchanged.  Example  diatheses  include,  among  others, passive,  antipassive  and
bi-absolutive.  Diatheses  serve different types of  purposes:  syntactic, pragmatic and
semantic.

Possession
In  chapter  4 of  this  thesis,  attributive  possession  is  exposed as  a  syntactic

dependency  relation  between  two  noun  phrases:  a  possessum (X)  and  a  pos-
sessor (Y). No extra-linguistic notion like ownership is involved. Attributive posses-
sion may be extended in such a way as to encompass the relations between a noun
and an attributive adjective or a relative clause. 

Attributive possession  between two noun phrases  may be expressed through a
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wide range of  possessive  schemes428,  exemplified  among others  by English  war
reporter (Y X), Pedro’s car (Y-sec X),  the roof of the car (X link Y), Latin domus
mea (X Y-sec-x) “my house”, Akkadian  bīt  šarr-im (X-prim Y-sec) or  bīt-um  ša
šarr-im (X link Y-sec)  “the  house  of  the  king”,  mārū-šu  ša  šarr- im  (X-prim-y
link Y-sec) “the son of the king”. Nested possession may be expressed by stacking
the markers as in Sumerian e dumu lugal urim-ak-ak-a(k) “the house of the king of
Ur’s son”, lit. “house son king Ur’s’s’s”. 

Special  attention is  paid in the thesis  to possessive schemes involving a  nota
genitivi,  i.e.  a  linker  morpheme  liable  to  agree  with  the  possessum (X link-x
Y(-sec)). The phenomenon is widely attested in Semitic languages and has a reflec-
tion in Modern Persian’s  izafet construction  (X-prim(-x) Y(-sec)) too.  It  is shown
that  such a construction may be  derived from a former construction of  the type
domus ea regis (X T-x Y-sec) “the house, the king’s one” wherein the genitive term
is nominalized with an anaphoric pronoun T and placed in apposition to the posses-
sum. Another evolution path of the same appositive construct may lead to the phe-
nomenon of  “double case agreement” inside a possessive phrase,  also known as
Suffixaufnahme. It is often found that the  nota genitivi can also serve as a relative
pronoun. Besides,  in some languages the relative clause is  formally identical  (or
genetically related) to a possessor in an attributive possession phrase.

Beside attributive possession there exists also predicative possession, which pre-
dicates the existence of an attributive  possession  relation between  possessum and
possessor. There are many kinds of predicative possession constructs, like e.g. Y has
X, X belongs to Y, to Y is X, X is of Y, there is X of Y... A focus is made in the thesis
on Benveniste’s distinction between “possession” and “belonging” which I consider
being nothing else than a reflection of differing communicative structures. 

The external possession construction  is then introduced as a transformation of
attributive possession into predicative possession in order to emphasize the implica-
tion of the possessor’s personal sphere in a state of affairs.

Resultative
After  introductory words about the notions of grammatical tense  (a time refer-

ence with regard to the moment of speaking) and aspect (a view to the “time struc-
ture” of a process), the resultative aspect is defined in chapter 5 as expressing a state
resulting from a previous action. The state  involved is that of a  core  participant to
the generating action: either the agent (referred to by actant X), the patient (actant
Y), the unique participant of an intransitive action (actant Z) or the beneficiary (act-
ant W);  hence the notations X-, Y-, Z- and W-resultative.  In addition, a possessive
resultative form is defined as a resultative meaning periphrasis based on a possessive
predicate.

Resultative  (also  known as  resultative  perfect)  is  close to,  but  distinct  from,
actional perfect, the latter expressing a previous action resulting in a state. However
there is a general  tendency among languages for a resultative form to evolve its
meaning towards an actional perfect and, further, towards a mere past tense: it is the
aoristic drift. In parallel to that evolution new forms emerge in order to keep a way
of expressing the original meaning of resultative. At their origin those forms are usu-
ally periphrastic, built upon the copula or a possession predicate. 

428 Clarification : prim and sec indicate respectively a mark of primariness (regens) and sec-
ondariness (rectum).  The symbol  link is  self-explanatory,  x and  y mean an agreement
marker with X and Y respectively. 
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The Indo-European perfect, a synthetic resultative form, was subject to aoristic
drift too. Special attention is given in the thesis on discussions around the meaning
and evolution of the Indo-European perfect in Ancient Greek and how this tradition-
al conception of the perfect aspect among Indo-Europeanists reconciles (or does not)
with the modern conception of resultatives.

Resultative periphrases built upon a copula are commonly used for expressing Z-
and Y-resultatives, but also X-resultatives, a rather rare pattern on which a focus is
made in the thesis on the ground of examples from Dialectal Russian, Old Slavic,
Lithuanian and Esperanto. Resultative periphrases built upon a possessive predica-
tion exhibit a greater diversity than is usually expected: the model with “have” plus
a passive past participle, common in many Western languages of different genetic
affiliation is not the only one.  For example, the possessive predication may use a
copula instead of a “have” auxiliary, and the lexical verb may be an active participle
or a verbal noun.

The grammaticalization of periphrases with a copula and a past participle into a
resultative value is rather straightforward to explain through  a bi-clausal analysis:
[the door is [completely closed]]. The grammaticalization of periphrases with a pos-
sessive predicate and a past  participle into a resultative or perfect  value is  often
found. This is related to the specific semantics of the possessive predicate as a state
predicate,  indicating  the  implication  of  someone’s  personal  sphere  in  a  state  of
affairs. A bi-clausal analysis can apply here too:  [I have my task [completely writ-
ten]]. Though periphrases with a possessive predicate and an infinitive  (or action
noun) are usually considered to grammaticalize only into progressive present,  it is
shown here that they can also turn into resultatives, like in Modern Greek, and why
it is so.

Some questions frequently arising during the study of resultatives cross-linguist-
ically are then summarized: time shift and collocation with time adverbs; the possib-
ility  or  impossibility  of  expressing  the  agent  of  the  generating  action  in  a
Y-resultative; the possible evolution of resultatives towards evidentials; the blurred
status of possessive resultative in the literature; the confusion between objective res-
ultative and passive voice.

Basque
The features of Basque are detailed in chapter 6 of the thesis. Mainly, the variety

of Basque which is dealt with here is Unified Basque (euskara batua). Basque is an
isolated language. Despite its clearly ergative alignment type, without any split, the
analysis showed that it possesses a passive non-agentive diathesis, though it is rarely
recognized  as  such and is  more  usually termed “intransitive”  or  “mediopassive”
voice: Kepak ogia jan du “Peter ate the bread”, ogia jan da “the bread was eaten”. 

On the contrary,  I show that  forms  which are usually termed as “passive” and
“antipassive” are not diathetic, but indeed Y-resultative (ogia jana da “the bread is
eaten”) and X-resultative (Kepa jana da lit. “Peter is having eaten”) respectively. In
addition, there exist a W-resultative (Kepa  nik  liburuak emana da “Peter is in the
state of having been given the books by me”) and a possessive resultative termed as
“perfect” by Lafitte (1979) (Kepak ogia jana du “Peter has the bread eaten”). Con-
trary to the genuine passive diathesis the Y-resultative form allows an agent object
to be expressed (ogia Kepak jana da “the bread is eaten and Peter did it”). Symmet-
rically the X-resultative form  allows a patient object to be expressed (Kepa ogia
jana da lit. “Peter is having eaten the bread”). As for the possessive resultative form,
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it allows two agent objects: one depending on the possessive predicate and referring
to the experient, and one depending on the generating action in case its agent differs
from the experient: nik ogia Kepak jana dut lit. “I have the bread eaten by Peter”.

Expressing diatheses and resultatives is done in Basque by extensively using the
duality between periphrastic forms in “be” and “have”. Non-periphrastic verb forms
exist only for the auxiliaries and a very limited number of basic verbs. Resultative
forms are distinguished from non-resultative by, among other things, a specific form
of the past participle: in resultative forms the participle is marked with the nominal-
izing  article -a (in Unified Basque),  which emphasizes its  function of subject  or
object complement, and calls for a bi-clausal analysis. Such an analysis is reinforced
by considerations on word order and participle agreement, and also by the satisfact-
ory explanation it provides for double ergative and double absolutive constructions.

The possessive predicate ukan “to have” is tightly linked with transitivity, as well
in resultative forms  (where it alternates with  eduki “to hold, to have”) as in non-
resultatives, including the present form (ikusten dut “I see him”, lit. “I have him in
seeing”). Regarding adnominal possession Basque exhibits two genitive cases (-ren,
-ko), the roles of which are usually described in semantic terms, but which behave in
a very similar way: headless use via nominalization, hyper-declension429, predicative
use, formation of prospective participle... The possible use of nominalized genitives
as apposition to a head noun draws a parallel with  Basque’s usual adjectival con-
struction and suggests an interpretation of the nominalizing article as a kind of nota
genitivi.

Old Persian
The features of Old Persian are detailed in chapter 7 of the thesis. Old Persian is

an  extinct Indo-European language from the Indo-Iranian  group.  Its  first  written
attestations date back from the 6th century before the current era (B.C.E.). The writ-
ing system is syllabo-alphabetic, specific for Old Persian, though inspired by the
Sumero-Akkadian  cuneiform system. It  is  a  rather  complex  system with several
shortcomings from the modern viewpoint,  sometimes  permitting alternative read-
ings. The language is fairly well known since its decipherment in the 19 th century,
but the limited amount of texts, their formulaic nature and the sometimes poor state
of  the medium they are written  on leave  blank spots  in  the knowledge  one can
achieve of its grammar. To illustrate this scantiness, let me indicate that the electron-
ic corpus of Old Persian texts I made contains around 7000 words with hardly a
thousand distinct forms and an even smaller number of lexemes.

Grossly speaking, Old Persian looks like a  typical ancient Indo-European lan-
guage. Its inflectional morphology is still rich, but less so than that of Vedic Sanskrit
or Gathic Avestan. Its alignment type seems clearly accusative, but the non-nominat-
ive encoding of the agent of the periphrastic perfect  shows a prefiguration of the
split ergativity  displayed by some modern Iranian  languages (e.g.  Kurdish),  with
parallels in the Indic domain too (e.g. Hindi).

Regarding the voice system, Old Persian kept the former opposition between act-
ive and middle voices, but exhibits a special passive voice for the system of present
tenses through a derivative in -ya. Concerning its pragmatic function the passive dia-
thesis seems to compete with a living technique of topicalizing the object by extra-
position and use of resumptive pronouns.

429 Hyper-declension means simply that the nominalized genitive may receive all nominal
cases, genitive among others: aita-ren-a-ren “of father’s one”.
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In  the  field  of  possession  Old  Persian  displays a  genitive-dative  syncretism
throughout the whole nominal system. Adnominal possession is expressed by genit-
ive encoding of the possessor, standing alone or preceded by a nota genitivi, which
also fulfils the role of  a  relative pronoun. Predicative possession is expressed by a
genitively encoded possessor used as a predicate with an optional copula.

The Indo-European synthetic perfect is not attested any more in Old Persian, but
for a single occurrence of an optative form. The resultative function has reincarnated
into a periphrasis. Genitive is also the case used for marking the agent of the transit-
ive periphrastic perfect. This agentive perfect stems thus from a possessive resultat-
ive construction. Without an agentive object the same construction is the descendant
of a classic Y-resultative. And the intransitive perfect, very rarely attested in the cor-
pus, is initially a Z-resultative. In many occurrences, due to the aoristic drift,  the
meaning of Old Persian’s perfect is hardly distinguished from that of a mere actional
past: it is then in competition with the imperfect tense, which became a narrative
tense, and the relics of the Indo-European aorist.

The transition between the resultative and actional meanings of the periphrastic
perfect could legitimate the questioning about its voice, but the numerous directions
I explored showed that none of the  many  arguments put forward by  some of  the
scholars who studied the issue is really decisive to prove its active or passive value.
I would rather  contend that, even if the resultative meaning is receding, the peri-
phrastic construct is still felt as a nominal predication, so that its intransitive nature
forbids  it  from  integrating  the  diathesis  system.  Though  they  show  themselves
inconclusive,  the  10 arguments  I  surveyed in the  thesis  are  a  good occasion for
drawing an interesting picture of the complex relations between a resultative  form
based on a predicative possessor and the passive voice.

Elamite
The features of Elamite are detailed in chapter 8 of the thesis. Elamite is an isol-

ated extinct  language whose  attestations span  a  time range from the  end  of  the
3rd millennium to the end of the 1st millennium B.C.E. The Elamite speaking popula-
tion lived in contact with the Mesopotamian civilization and borrowed its Sumero-
Akkadian  cuneiform  writing  system.  It  is  syllabic  in  nature  with  a  remaining
logographic  component.  Scholars usually  discern four  periods  in  the  life  of  this
exceptionally enduring language, among which two are especially well attested: the
Meso-Elamite  period  (from  the  14th to  the  10th century  approximately)  and  the
Achaemenid Elamite period (from the 6th to the 4th century). During the latter period
Elamite was one of the languages of the Persian Empire along with Old Persian,
Babylonian (late Akkadian) and Aramean. The best understood pieces of the Elamite
corpus consist in texts with parallels in Old Persian and Babylonian, as are most of
the so-called Royal Achaemenid Inscriptions. Those parallels were once seminal for
deciphering Achaemenid Elamite, but insufficient to get a thorough understanding of
its grammatical system, since they are limited in volume (as is the Old Persian cor -
pus) and formulaic in nature. Meso-Elamite inscriptions, predominantly on bricks,
are even more formulaic as they usually contain genealogical information, formulae
for the dedication of the building, curse formulae against whoever would damage it
and long life wishes  for the sovereign and his relatives.  Longer inscriptions which
depart from that scheme are hardly understandable. Despite the difficulty to exploit
it,  the electronic corpus of  Elamite texts I made is wider than the Old Persian one
and contains around 18000 words with ca. 3500 distinct forms.
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Notwithstanding the huge amount of data I gathered in the corpus and in the lit-
erature,  it  did not allow  me  to firmly determine the alignment type(s) of Elamite:
neither clearly accusative, nor ergative (despite the opinion of previous scholars), it
probably had an active type at some point of its prehistory as seems indicated by the
role of animacy in the nominal system and the opposition between action and state
in the verbal system. Elamite lacks a systematic opposition between active and pass-
ive voice, though the use of its IInd conjugation (a verb form based on the predicative
use of a “passive past participle”) may have supplied equivalents to  the actional
passive past of other languages.

Elamite is striking, above all, because of its profusion of ways to express adnom-
inal possession: “class agreement” construction (X Y-x), genitive in -na (X Y-sec),
reversed genitive construction (Y X-y) and construction with nota genitivi (X link-x
Y(-na)). The Achaemenid Elamite  nota genitivi, usually considered as an Old Per-
sian calque, may be nothing else than the late surge of an older phenomenon which
could explain the class agreement construction, a construction I contend to be better
described as a  possessum-agreement genitive. On the contrary predicative posses-
sion is hardly elucidated because of complete lack of attestations in Meso-Elamite
(as far as I could see) and rare attestations in Achaemenid Elamite, which in addition
are difficult to match precisely with Old Persian parallel forms.

In the field of resultative,  the IInd conjugation appears as a classic Y-resultative
form. I contend that in the Achaemenid stage this form was probably less affected by
the aoristic drift than its Old Persian counterpart, i.e. the periphrastic perfect. The
IInd conjugation allows for the expression of an agent object only in some Achae-
menid occurrences. The resulting state of the agent may be better expressed by using
the IVth conjugation (an Achaemenid specificity), which I try to interpret as a pos-
sessive  resultative.  I  show that  the  same  thing  probably  obtains,  also in  Meso-
Elamite,  with the  IIIrd conjugation,  though no other  scholar  mentions this  value,
which indeed is typologically sketchy because it contradicts the usual interpretation
of that verb form as a “present-future imperfective” and seems to confine the expres-
sion of the actional aspect to past tense (Ist conjugation). In order to substantiate my
resultative interpretation of the IIIrd conjugation I analyse it as a possessive predica-
tion, derived from an adnominal possession, with an inversion of the possession
relation between syntax and semantics. In other words, instead of “he has the letter
written”, Elamite would say “he is (the one) of writing the letter”.

Comparison
Chapter  9 of the thesis is dedicated to the comparison of  the three study lan-

guages  across  the  key  features  of  actancy/diatheses,  possession  and  resultative
aspect.  A table of  44  features  is thus drawn, with an evaluation  of each feature  in
each language whether the language supports it or not. Due to the fact that it is often
difficult to give a firm answer, especially for extinct languages,  a degree of uncer-
tainty is allowed in the evaluations.

Despite  their  total  lack  of  genetic  link  the  three  study languages  display  an
important array of common features. Regarding alignment type, the languages have
all something to do with ergativity, but there is little to compare between the genuine
and stable ergativity of Basque, the clear accusativity of Old Persian on its way to a
split and the emerging accusativity of Elamite which probably stems from a previous
active type. No pivot is identifiable in them, neither X/Z (S/A according to Dixon’s
symbols), nor Y/Z (S/O). 
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The neutral  constituent  order  of  the  three  study languages is  SOV,  thus left-
branching, but they are essentially right-branching on the noun phrase level, except
for  an  exclusively  left-branching  possessor-possessum relation  in  Basque and
remains of Indo-European left branching in Old Persian. Pure verbal predication and
predication via the predicative use of a nominal form of the verb (“participle”)  are
known in all three, but only Basque has a fully fledged system of auxiliaries.

There is also a common possessive scheme for all three languages (X Y-sec),
though not the only one. They allow the possessor to be expressed by a personal pro-
noun in that kind of possessive constructs, but personal possessive affixes are known
in Old Persian and Elamite. In the three languages there is some similarity of the
possession construction and the construction between a head noun and a relative
clause.

The three languages  also  have a form of headless genitive construction with a
nominalizer. It can be a definite article in Basque, a nota genitivi in Old Persian and
a “classifier” in Elamite, three seemingly different, but functionally or diachronic-
ally related devices.

Regarding the resultative aspect, the three languages exhibit Z- and Y-resultative
forms, and also a possessive resultative construction (considering that the Old Per-
sian possessive resultative is nothing different from an agentive Y-resultative).  The
three languages have been described as possessing a passive voice, or a passive per-
fect, which according to my analysis turns out to be a resultative (Y- or possessive
resultative), sometimes already affected by the aoristic drift, but in all cases unamen-
able to a  genuine diathesis.  On the other  hand a true passive diathesis exists in
Basque, with no agentive object allowed, and in Old Persian, though limited to the
system of present tenses and with a poorly grammaticalized agentive object. None of
the study languages displays an antipassive diathesis according to our definition (as
above mentioned the so-called Basque “antipassive” is an X-resultative).

In addition to the common features just mentioned, the research made it possible
to identify the traits that are unique to each study language. Thus unique to Basque
are the following features:

– No trace of accusative alignment, 
– Stability of the alignment type, 
– Minimum role of word order in the marking of syntactic functions, 
– Left-branching order in adnominal possession, 
– (Predominantly) left-branching order between noun and relative clause, 
– No purely nominal predication (copula is mandatory),
– No personal possessive affixes, 
– Traces of adnominal possession along the “Y X” scheme, 
– Existence of a verb “to have”,
– Use of external possessor construction, 
– Existence of an X-resultative, 
– Existence of a W-resultative.

And unique to Elamite are the following features:
– No trace of strictly ergative alignment (but traces of active alignment), 
– No morphological way of marking the core syntactic functions,
– No real passive diathesis, 
– Hardly any clear use of copula in nominal predication, 
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– Hardly any clear use of possessive predication, 
– Adnominal possession along the “X Y-x” scheme, 
– Adnominal possession along the “Y X-y” scheme.

The unique features identified for Old Persian are less well characterized:
– Signs of ergativity split,
– Use of a predicative possessor to express an equivalent of “to have”,
– Signs of a substantial aoristic drift.

Conclusion
The remarkable  affinity  between resultative,  diathesis  and possession is  reas-

sessed  in  my conclusion  of  the thesis  (chapter  10).  However,  I  contend that  the
importance of the resultative aspect is usually underestimated in the literature:  the
aoristic drift is silently taken for granted,  some  resultative forms are unduly inter-
preted as passive, the verbal semantics and the affectedness of participants are given
an excessive weight in the theory.

The aoristic drift plays an important role in this study. Thanks to it, intransitive
verb forms or periphrases come to express transitive actions (a kind of “expression
of transitive  via intransitive”, as is postulated in the passivist theory). If the agent
plays the role of a theme in the clause, and if it is encoded in a way different from
that of the intransitive subject, an alignment split may appear. Also, if a possessive
resultative uses “have”, the clause construction is identical to the construction of a
transitive action verb, and that is one cause of the aoristic drift for such forms. We
can see here how actancy/diatheses, resultative and predicative possession function
in close relation with the aoristic drift.

Also, I contend that possessive resultative forms should be defined on the basis
of a formal criterion only. They are based on a possessive predication expressing the
state of an experient, which is often also the agent of the generating action, but not
compulsorily. That sort of resultative potentially expresses two states: the one of the
patient and of the experient. According to the language, to semantic and to pragmat-
ic factors one state may appear more salient than the other.

As achievements of  my research can also be reckoned many directions for fur-
ther research.  In the theoretical domain, they encompass the pursuit of universals
looking for candidates among the implicational relations which can be drawn from
the comparison table (in section 9.2). Four methods are presented in order to identify
couples of features displaying an implicational relation: based on the common fea-
tures of all three languages, on the distinctive features of Basque and Elamite, on the
property for some couples to partition the languages in three different types, and on
the implicational relations to concatenate in a chain reminiscent of an implicational
hierarchy. 

As another direction for future research, a study of nominalizers and apposition
as tools for expressing syntactic dependency seems advisable too. The research has
also shown that some of the criteria used to categorize resultative constructions or to
define diathetic constructions should be consolidated: what does it mean for a clause
to “express the state” of such and such referent, and not of this other one? What is
semantic invariance? How does it reconcile with the semantic functions of diathesis?
How can the  category  of  voice  be defined intrinsically?...  The  excursus  I  wrote
about X-resultatives could also trigger a deeper study on the question whether such
resultatives are rarely met because of some essential reason or because of underes-
timation.
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In  addition,  for  each  study language  specific  directions for  further  study are
presented in the conclusion chapter. All those directions consist in either deepening
the study on the basis of the current language material or in expanding the language
material (use dialectal and older material for Basque; explore what can be the contri-
butions of Avestan, Vedic or Middle Persian for the understanding of Old Persian
perfect; expand the Elamite corpus). Two conjectures I made for Elamite seem par-
ticularly suited for further study: the pre-historic  nota genitivi and the resultative
value of the IIIrd conjugation. Pursuing the elucidation of Elamite actancy, including
the system of actant indexes and the mechanisms for valency increase or decrease,
seems  also  an  interesting  challenge.  Finally,  after  half  a  century  of  progress  in
Caucasological research, and the progress in the study of Elamite which I am eager
to contribute to, it might be time to reopen the conjecture of the possible genetic
affiliation between Elamite and Caucasian languages, be it only to close it at once if
the proper conditions for a scientific treatment of the question are still wanting.


